
A 385 Room Temperature 

Blackening Solution for Aluminium 

The A-385 liquid concentrate is diluted with distilled water and used as an immersion 
blackening solution for aluminium and its alloys. Used full s↑rength, the concen↑rate may 
be applied by swab-on techniques for blackening engravings，的chings, pro↑otype parts or 
for ↑he quick touch-up of scratched or remachined black anodised surfaces. 

The black finishes are of negligible ↑hickness. Therefore，↑hey produce essentially no 
dimensional changes in the finished par↑． 

Use A-385 anywhere. No special equipmen↑，con↑rol procedures, ventila↑ion or heating. 

Vary colour from rich pewter grey to deep black by dill』↑ion and dwell time. ResL』Its are 
uniform, consistent, repea↑able ’。nd stable under lacquer. Colourfast through age or 
sunlight. 

Leave finish jet black to r巳place anodising or relieve and highlight to simula↑e pew↑er. 
Seal or lacquer for added richness and abrasion resistance. 

A. Bla<;kens castings that cannot be anodised.

B. Can replace anodising where me↑al-against-metal abrasion resistance is not required.

Non-caus↑ic - an odour、less prepara↑ion of mild, water-soluble chemicals. 

IMMERSION FINISHING PROCEDURE 

I↑ems to be blackened must be thoroughly cleaned and deoxidised. Some e×perimentation 
shoL』Id be done with properly prepared sample pαrts to determine the degree of cleaning 
and deo×idising required producing a uniform black finish. 

工↑ems to be blackened are con↑ained in plastic dip baske↑s or hung on plastic coated racks 
or hooks, depending upon the shape, weight, and production requirements. 

The aluminium surfaces to be finished mus↑ be free of oils and other soils as well as free 
of o×ides prior ↑o blackening and ↑hey may be removed either mechanically or chemically. 

A. Mechanical Preoaration
1. Sand or glass bead blasting is an e×cellent method of cleaning and deo×idising
。11』minium surfaces prior to blackening and will produce a non-reflective, very uniform and
ad her‘ent black f ﹔nish. 

2. Rinse for a minimum of 30 seconds in a bo↑tom fed overflowing cold-water rinse
.tank to remove residual blasting dus↑ or cleaning solutions.



E u R 。 p E 

3. Blacken G↑ room temperature in an A-385 solu↑ion. Prior ↑o charging a production
tank, some e×perimentation should be performed wi↑h properly prepared sample par↑s,
using various dilt』tions of A-385 concen↑rate (1 ↑o 5 par↑s dis↑illed water) and differen↑

immersion ↑imes to de↑ermine the conditions and parame↑ers required to produce the
desired depth of black. As a star↑ing poin↑， dilt』te one (1) par↑ A-385 concentra↑e wi↑h one
(1) part distilled water. Determine by test the shortes↑ immersion ↑ime necessary to
produce the desired finish - usually 30 to 90 seconds. Required immersion times can be
shortened or Ieng↑hened by varying ↑he amount of water. Immersing the par↑s for an
e×cessive amoun↑ of time will no↑ increase the depth of blackness and may result in the
formation of an undesirable smu↑ or rub-off.

4. Rinse for a minimum of 30 seconds in a bottom fed overflowing cold-wa↑er rinse 
tank.

5. To enhance the depth of black, seal and impart corrosion resistance to the finish, 
immerse ↑he par↑s while still wet from ↑he preceding rinse in SD Klene Ox for α
slightly oily finish, or Beeswax, for a gloss finish. 

The addition of fresh concentra↑e will make up for volume loss from normal water 
evaporation. The active ch�micals will no↑ evapora↑e. The solution is depleted only through 
use. Immersion solu↑ions can be kept at optimum streng↑h indefinitely with only periodic 
filtering or sludge removal. 

The addi↑ion of fresh concentrate will make up for volume loss from normal water 
evaporation. The active chemicals will not evaporate. The solution is depleted only through 
use. Immersion solutions can be kep↑ at op↑imum s↑rength indefinitely with only periodic 
filtering or sludge removal. 

CAUTION 

The A385 concen甘ate and solutions are mildly acidic. Avoid contact with eyes, skin and 
clothing. Wear eye protection (glasses, goggles or face shield), protective rubber gloves and 
aprons, when preparing solutions and while working wi也the solutions. Do not mix the A385 
concentrate or solutions with alkaline materials, or any other chemical substances. The A386 
solutions 缸e toxic if taken internally. 




